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The 44 Sounds Phonemes Of
English
As teachers grapple with the challenge of a new,
bigger and more challenging school curriculum, at
every key stage and phase, success can feel beyond
our reach. But what if there were 50,000 small
solutions to help us bridge that gap? In Closing the
Vocabulary Gap, Alex Quigley explores the
increased demands of an academic curriculum and
how closing the vocabulary gap between our ‘word
poor’ and ‘word rich’ students could prove the vital
difference between school failure and success. This
must-read book presents the case for teacher-led
efforts to develop students' vocabulary and provides
practical solutions for teachers across the
curriculum, incorporating easy-to-use tools,
resources and classroom activities. Grounded in the
very best available evidence into reading
development and vocabulary acquisition, Closing the
Vocabulary Gap sets out to: help teachers
understand the vital role of vocabulary in all learning;
share what every teacher needs to know about
reading (but was afraid to ask); unveil the intriguing
history of words and exactly how they work; reveal
the elusive secrets to achieve spelling success;
provide strategies for vocabulary development for all
teachers of every subject and phase. With engaging
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anecdotes from the author’s extensive personal
teaching experience woven throughout, as well as
accessible summaries of relevant research, Alex
Quigley has written an invaluable resource suitable
for classroom teachers across all phases, literacy
leaders and senior leadership teams who wish to
close the vocabulary gap.
This highly practical activity workbook is linked to the
core text How to Manage Spelling Successfully and
has been designed to support dyslexic students
practise the spelling strategies and methods
recommended in that book. This activity book can be
used separately, or as part of an integrated
programme for building students' spelling skills at
home or at school. Suitable for mainstream
classrooms, pupils undertaking additional literacy
support in small groups, and for one-to-one teaching
of individuals with specific learning difficulties
including dyslexia, this excellent resource contains
activities suitable for use at different stages of
development, and for use with adults as well as
school students. Each section contains a range of
multi-sensory activities, including word searches,
simple crossword puzzles and dictation exercises.
This is an essential classroom companion for
anyone helping struggling spellers.
The first section of this research based but practical
book has been updated to examine the most recent
research in two key areas: dyslexia and the dyslexic
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experience and the major cognitive and learning
styles. In the light of increased controversy around
the use of learning style theory in the educational
arena, suggestions are made as to ways in which
these theories can be utilized to inform teaching and
learning and maximize success for vulnerable
learners. The second section provides a range of
ways in which to enable learners to understand and
utilize their individual styles along with techniques to
help students to absorb, process and create
responses to information across the curriculum;
practical strategies to help teachers to adapt material
to suit differing ways of learning and activities to help
students to become more flexible and successful in
their approach.
This document presents the transcript of
Congressional hearings to gather information as to
why children cannot read. Current federal programs
were reviewed as well. After opening statements of
the Hon. Bill Goodling and the Hon. Tim Roemer, the
transcript for the hearing held on July 10, 1997 on
why children cannot read includes the texts of oral
statements and prepared statements by the following
individuals or organizations: Richard Venezky, Reid
Lyon, Robert E. Slavin, Catherine Snow, Vivian L.
Gadsden, Janet Nicholas, Barbara Ruggles,
Margaret Doughty, the Hon. Bill Clay, and Carolyn
McCarthy. The transcript for the hearing held on July
31, 1997 on a review of current federal programs on
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literacy includes the texts of oral statements and
prepared statements by the following individuals or
organizations: the Hon. Bill Clay, the Hon. Lamar
Smith, Maris A. Vinovskis, Herbert Walberg, Joseph
Johnson, Jr., Cheryl Wilhoyte, and Andrew Hayes.
After an opening statement of the Hon. Bill Goodling,
the transcript for the hearing held on September 3,
1997 on teachers as the key to helping America
learn to read includes the texts of oral statements
and prepared statements by the following individuals
or organizations: Ann W. Mintz, Debra Wakefield,
Kimberly Wilson, Laura D. Fredrick, Beth S. Check,
Louisa C. Moats, Nancy Thompson, and materials
submitted by the Hon. Bobby Scott. (RS)
Structure and Meaning in English is designed to help
teachers of English develop an understanding of
those aspects of English which are especially
relevant for learners who speak other languages.
Using corpus research, Graeme Kennedy cuts to the
heart of what is important in the teaching of English.
The book provides pedagogically- relevant
information about English at the levels of sounds,
words, sentences and texts. It draws attention to
those linguistic items and processes which research
has shown are typically hard for learners and which
lead to errors. Each chapter contains: a description
of one or more aspects of English an outline of
typical errors or problems for learners specific
learning objectives listed at the beginning of each
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chapter exercises or tasks based on ‘real English’
taken from newspapers and other sources.
discussion topics which can be worked through
independently either as part of a course, or self
study With answers to many of the tasks given at the
back of the book, this groundbreaking work provides
a comprehensive and accessible textbook on the
structure and use of the language for teachers of
English.
This invaluable supplementary curriculum meets
Reading First criteria and contains numerous
classroom-ready activities designed to increase the
phonemic awareness and preliteracy skills of
preschool, kindergarten, and first-grade students.
Stories of the Red Rat and the Red Hen help
children learn to read by introducing vowel sounds in
a logical progression. Beginning with the five single
vowels in their long and short forms, the first and
second volumes progressively incorporate oo and
ee; ai, ou, oa, and ea; silent gh; and ould. The third
and fourth volume emphasize soft g, soft c, silent k,
and other oddities of the language. The fifth volume,
The Red Rat's Book of Vowels and Consonants,
contains stories about nonconformist letters, the red
rat's report on the vowels, and interviews with the
vowels themselves about their virtues and
challenges. It should be read aloud early on to
familiarize your child with the vagaries of
pronunciation. The humorous stories are told
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primarily in one-syllable words that conform to
phonics rules. Longer words that intrigue young
children and are easy to sound out, like amnesia, are
sprinkled throughout to add a thrill and boost
confidence. The words are widely spaced to
separate them visually. Each page has a border to
help confine the reader's attention to the page. The
illustrations give clues to the identity of words but do
not constrain the reader's imagination. The large
pictures and text allow the child to turn pages often,
giving a sense of competence. The stories are
engaging to both children and adults as the red rat
talks with the hen about his challenges with other
rodents and resolves his concerns. Unfortunately,
the letter names that we say when reciting the
alphabet are rarely the sounds that those letters
make in a word. If you plan to use this series of
books to teach your child to read, you and your
beginning reader should watch a video of the 44
phonemes (sounds) of English (the Youtube video
by Literacy How is good) on a daily basis for two
weeks. Repeating the sounds every day will give
your reader the background necessary to decode the
words in the book.
The Second Edition of this bestselling book provides
a structured multi-sensory programme for teaching
literacy to children and young people from 5-18 with
dyslexia and other specific literacy difficulties.
Supported by a wealth of resources available online
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and updated throughout, the new edition now
includes a brand new section on Implementing the
Accelerated Programme for learners who have
already acquired some literacy skills. This includes:
A placement test to indicate whether the programme
is appropriate A diagnostic assessment procedure to
determine where the learner should begin on the
Accelerated Programme Examples of lesson plans,
reading cards and spelling cards to help teachers
prepare resources for their students With tried and
tested strategies and activities this book continues to
provide everything you need to help improve and
develop the literacy skills of learners in your setting
including; the rationale for a structured multi-sensory
approach the development of phonological, reading,
writing and spelling skills working with learners who
have English as an Additional Language (EAL)
lesson structure and lesson-planning alphabet and
dictionary skills memory work and study skills
teaching the programme to groups ideas for working
with young children.
Let every voice be heard! Developing Voice Through the
Language Arts shows prospective teachers how to use the
language arts to connect diverse students to the world around
them and help them develop their own literate voices. This
book considers the integrated nature of the primary language
arts - reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing, and
visually representing. Authors Kathryn Henn-Reinke and
Geralyn A. Chesner encourage preservice and inservice
teachers to take a reflective, balanced approach in preparing
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to teach language arts.
Provides an explanation of phonics, a method of reading
instruction that focuses on the relationship between sounds
and their spellings, and features over one hundred activities
for the classroom, as well as sample lessons, word lists, and
teaching strategies.
Beginning to Read reconciles the debate that has divided
theorists for decades over what is the "right" way to help
children learn to read. Beginning to Read reconciles the
debate that has divided theorists for decades over the "right"
way to help children learn to read. Drawing on a rich array of
research on the nature and development of reading
proficiency, Adams shows educators that they need not
remain trapped in the phonics versus teaching-for-meaning
dilemma. She proposes that phonics can work together with
the whole language approach to teaching reading and
provides an integrated treatment of the knowledge and
process involved in skillful reading, the issues surrounding
their acquisition, and the implications for reading instruction.
A Bradford Book
"This practical and informative course book is a fascinating,
visual volume which leads the student through the
development of the language from Old English, through
Middle and Early Modern English to the establishment of
Standard English in the eighteenth century." "At the core of
this substantially expanded second edition lies a series of
nearly 200 historical texts, of which more than half are
reproduced in facsimile, and which illustrate the progressive
changes in the language. The book is firmly based upon
linguistic description, with commentaries which form a series
of case studies demonstrating the evidence for language
change at every level - handwriting, spelling, punctuation,
vocabulary, grammar and meaning." "Such a wealth of texts,
as well as the structured activities and the various case
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studies, allow the volume to be used not only as a stimulating
course text, guiding students through the analysis of data, but
also as a comprehensive resource book and invaluable
reference tool for teachers and students at all levels."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North
America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
A devastatingly large number of people in America cannot
read as well as they need for success in life. With literacy
problems plaguing as many as four in ten children in America,
this book discusses how best to help children succeed in
reading. This book identifies the most important questions
and explores the authoritative answers on the topic of how
children can grow into readers, including: What are the key
elements all children need in order to become good readers?
What can parents and caregivers provide all children so that
they are prepared for reading instruction by the time that they
get to school? What concepts about language and literacy
should be included in beginning reading instruction? How can
we prevent reading difficulties starting with infants and into
the early grades? What to ask school boards, principals,
elected officials, and other policy makers who make decisions
regarding early reading instruction. You'll find out how to help
youngsters build word recognition, avoid comprehension
problems, and more--with checklists of specific
accomplishments to be expected at different ages: for very
young children, for kindergarten students, and for first,
second, and third grade students. Included are 55 activities to
do with children to help them become successful readers, a
list of recommended children's books, and a guide to CDROMs and websites. Great strides have been made recently
toward identifying the best ways to teach children to read.
Starting Out Right provides a wealth of knowledge based on
a summary of extensive research. It is a "must read" for
specialists in primary education as well as parents,
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pediatricians, child care providers, tutors, literacy advocates,
policy makers, and teachers.
A systematic and thorough introduction to the pronunciation
of English for use by intermediate and more advanced
students.
Phonics Flash Cards44 Sounds and Key Words, with
Learning TipsDictionary of the British English Spelling
SystemOpen Book Publishers
Developing Early Literacy Skills Outdoors provides
practitioners with practical planning for how to develop and
enhance the outdoor area to facilitate literacy learning. The
activities throughout the book are low cost and easy to set up,
aiming to reassure practitioners and give them confidence to
plan more literacy learning experiences outdoors. This is
further supported with planning guidance and resource ideas,
as well as advice on observation and assessment, including
suggestions for how to reduce the paperwork burden and a
useful observation template. The book is divided into sections
that represent the different aspects of communication,
language and literacy and includes: an introduction to each
aspect, explaining why it is important and outlining the
fundamental skills and concepts that underpin it; ideas for
adult-led and adult-initiated activities that aim to develop
children's early knowledge, skills and understanding in
communication, language and literacy; suggestions for how to
enhance continuous outdoor provision so that it promotes
communication, language and literacy skills; pointers and tips
about teaching mathematics in the early years and includes
ideas for how to involve parents and carers.
The book gathers a collection of high-quality peer-reviewed
research papers presented at the International Conference on
Information System Design and Intelligent Applications
(INDIA 2018), which was held at the Universite des
Mascareignes, Mauritius from July 19 to 21, 2018. It covers a
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wide range of topics in computer science and information
technology, from image processing, database applications
and data mining, to grid and cloud computing, bioinformatics
and many more. The intelligent tools discussed, e.g. swarm
intelligence, artificial intelligence, evolutionary algorithms, and
bio-inspired algorithms, are currently being applied to solve
challenging problems in various domains.
Since this classic work in phonology was published in 1968,
there has been no other book that gives as broad a view of
the subject, combining generally applicable theoretical
contributions with analysis of the details of a single language.
The theoretical issues raised in The Sound Pattern of English
continue to be critical to current phonology, and in many
instances the solutions proposed by Chomsky and Halle have
yet to be improved upon.Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle are
Institute Professors of Linguistics and Philosophy at MIT.
The Int'l. Phonetic Alphabet was created to match distinct
written symbols to speech sounds. In English, there are many
ways that some of the letters are pronunced: for example, the
"g" is said differently in go, gem, laugh and sign. This
American English pronunciation guide explains the 47
indivdual sounds/symbols through text narration & video clips.
A 2019 Poetry Book Society Winter Wild Card. A Sunday
Times Book of the Year 2019 Ever since her first Carcanet
book, In White Ink (1991), Mimi Khalvati has been drawn to
the sonnet form. In Afterwardness its pull became irresistible.
She has created in this unprogrammatic series, mixing
memory, history, daily life, all her intersecting geographies
and cultures, a self-portrait in all her moods, anxieties and
delights. The sonnet form is stretched in all sorts of fruitful
directions. Just as she adapted the ghazal form to English
use, here she puts the Petrarchan sonnet to striking,
unfamiliar use, widening the possibilities of the form. The
poems are rich with Khalvati's personal history, her Iranian
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origins, her long years in Great Britain. The poems play
between cultures, ancestral and acquired.
Help Your Child to Read: Teach Yourself shows you how to
develop your child's skills and foster a love of books from an
early age. From discovering the benefits of singing and
rhyming together to learning letters and later helping them at
school, it gives you all the practical advice you need to
confidently help your child, whatever their age and reading
ability. Teach Yourself - the world's leading learning brand - is
relaunched in 2010 as a multi-platform experience that will
keep you motivated to achieve your goals. Let our expert
author guide you through this brand new edition, with
personal insights, tips, energising self-tests and summaries
throughout the book. Go online at www.teachyourself.com for
tests, extension articles and a vibrant community of likeminded learners. And if you don't have much time, don't worry
- every book gives you 1, 5 and 10-minute bites of learning to
get you started. - Gives your child a head start - Shows you
how to read with your baby - Explains how to teach basic
letters - Shows you how to help them make progress at
school
Providing an overview of contemporary research into early
childhood literacy, this handbook deals with subjects related
to nature, function and use of literacy and the development,
learning and teaching of literacy in early childhood.
Mr. and Mrs. Mallard proudly return to their home in the
Boston Public Garden with their eight offspring.
Collins International Primary English offers full coverage of
the Cambridge Primary English curriculum framework (0058)
from 2020 within a six-level, multi-component course, which
has been carefully developed to meet the needs of teachers
and students in the international market.

208 pages of resource material to support the Sound
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Start seriesPractical sections on why teaching
phonics is important, plus a glossary of useful terms,
and a practical guide to phonics structures and sight
vocabularyKey sigh vocabulary words with charts
showing the key sight words and the Sound Start
levels in which they appearAssessment and record
sheets
This bespoke ebook compilation is focused on
primary subject knowledge and in particular the core
curriculum areas of English and mathematics. It has
been produced in order to address workload
concerns and to offer additional but focused support
by presenting a collection of helpful chapters from a
wide range of texts to support your learning
effectively and ensure that you continue to grow your
knowledge base, develop your learning, and enjoy
exploring and researching a wide range of topics in a
supportive and accessible way. It takes key chapters
from a range of popular educational texts. Each
chapter has deliberately been kept in its original
format so that you become familiar with a variety of
styles and approaches as you progress your studies.
Lesson planning in line with the new Primary
National Curriculum! Phonics is taught every day in
primary schools across England. It is fully embedded
in the National Curriculum and is a huge part of
teaching children to read. How do you ensure that
you understand both what and how to teach? How
do you separate good phonics teaching from the
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many phonics schemes that are used? What does a
good phonics lesson look like? This text provides
exemplar lessons in phonics and supports you to
teach tricky words, alternative spellings, and
pronunciation as well as addressing other phonics
teaching challenges. It explores the most popular
phonics schemes and shows you how good phonics
teaching works across schemes. The adaptable and
inspired lesson plans included, highlight how phonics
teaching can be fun, offering ideas for teaching
phonics outdoors, whole class phonics teaching and
nonsense words. Did you know that this book is part
of the Lessons in Teaching series? WHAT IS THE
LESSONS IN TEACHING SERIES? Suitable for any
teacher at any stage of their career, the books in this
series are packed with great ideas for teaching
engaging, outstanding lessons in your primary
classroom. The Companion Website accompanying
the series includes extra resources including tips,
lesson starters, videos and Pinterest boards. Visit
www.sagepub.co.uk/lessonsinteaching Books in this
series: Lessons in Teaching Grammar in Primary
Schools, Lessons in Teaching Computing in Primary
Schools, Lessons in Teaching Number and Place
Value in Primary Schools, Lessons in Teaching
Reading Comprehension in Primary Schools, Lesson
in Teaching Phonics in Primary Schools
How should students pronounce the first syllable of
dissect or the last vowel of hurricane? Where should
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they put the stress in contribute? This 3rd edition of
the Longman Pronunciation Dictionary gives
students setailed guidance on over 225,000
pronunciations of words, including people and place
names.
This is an essential guide to teaching primary
English, with a focus on systematic synthetic
phonics. The new edition has been fully revised and
updated to reflect the structure, content and
requirements of the national curriculum, and to
include the latest policy context. Throughout, the
range of underpinning literature has been expanded
and there are completely new chapters on evidence
based teaching in relation to phonics, reading for
pleasure, and teaching English through texts. All the
existing features have been retained, and each
chapter now also includes: a section on integrating
ICT extension questions to challenge M level
readers sections on evidence-based practice to
encourage critical reflection and debate
Every day, flip the page and discover a new,
hilariously illustrated word that will take your child's
storytelling to the next level. Storyteller's Word a Day
is packed with discerning data and insight on how to
get the most out of every word. Set it on the
breakfast table, talk about it together, tell stories, and
create a daily word-learning habit that will take kids'
storytelling to another planet. Hardcover with spiral
binding for easy viewing by kids and parents.
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Reading Made Easy with Blend Phonics for First
Grade was first published in 1980 by Hazel Logan
Loring, who had taught it for many years in her first
grade classes. It features instruction in directional
guidance, which helps prevent reversals in reading.
It has also proven very valuable in helping older
students with reading problems. The accompanying
Blend Phonics Fluency Drills were written by Mr.
Donald L. Potter to help students to develop high
levels of decoding fluency (accuracy and speed).
The Fluency Drills have proven particularly valuable
in helping struggling readers to overcome the wholeword guessing habit and improve reading efficiency.
The Third Edition of Developing Language and
Literacy 3 – 8 is an insightful introduction to teaching
and learning English in the early years. The new
edition has been fully updated to reflect
requirements for teaching English in the early years,
including the new curriculum guidance for the Early
Years Foundation Stage and the new Primary
Framework. It covers all aspects of language and
literacy and draws on contemporary ideas, research,
and classroom expertise to guide practice. Further
resource material for each chapter accompanies the
book on the SAGE website at
www.sagepub.co.uk/Browne.
Phonics Year by Year is an easy-to-use phonics course.
In line with curriculum requirements, the course
comprises Posters and a Teacher's Book for three
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progressive stages: A, B and C, which correspond with
the objectives listed for Reception/P1, Year 1/P2 and
Year 2/P3. Each year's course is divided into 30 teaching
units.
Accessible, succinct, and including numerous studentfriendly features, this introductory textbook offers an
exceptional foundation to the field for those who are
coming to it for the first time. Provides an ideal first
course book in phonology, written by a renowned
phonologist Developed and tested in the classroom
through years of experience and use Emphasizes
analysis of phonological data, placing this in its scientific
context, and explains the relevant methodology Guides
students through the larger questions of what
phonological patterns reveal about language Includes
numerous course-friendly features, including multi-part
exercises and annotated suggestions for further reading
at the end of each chapter
Teach your child four consonant sounds and one vowel
and he or she will be able to read the first story! Teach
another sound and read a new story. This unique step-bystep method of teaching reading gives instant success to
even the most reluctant readers. Phonics instruction is
brief, focused on only a few sounds at a time, and
strongly supported with practice reading decodable
stories that students enjoy. The lessons build students'
confidence along with their reading ability, helping them
become skilled and independent readers. This approach
works well for all students, especially for beginning
readers and students who have not had success with
other methods. The 90 stories and accompanying skills
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lessons take students up to a beginning third grade
reading level. A carefully sequenced list of
recommended books helps older students go on to reach
a fourth to sixth grade reading level. Most students are
able to complete the program in just four months, with 15
to 30 minutes of instruction per day. A spelling game is
included to help students develop accurate spelling
skills. The simple, clear instructions in each lesson are
easy for any parent, teacher, or tutor to follow. Sound
Bytes Reading is easy to understand and easy to teach.
It produces amazing results for beginning readers,
struggling readers, and English Language Learners.
Sound Bytes Reading is a dynamic way to teach your
students how to read.
Boost achievement for English learners in all subject
areas! Building ELLs' language skills while teaching
content is about to get easier. Hollingsworth and Ybarra
combine the best of educational theory, brain research,
and data analysis to bring you explicit direct instruction
(EDI): a proven method for creating and delivering
lessons that help students learn more and learn faster.
Through classroom examples and detailed sample
lessons, you'll learn how to: Craft lessons that ELs can
learn the first time they're taught Check for
understanding throughout each lesson Embed
vocabulary development across the curriculum Address
listening, speaking, reading, and writing in all lessons
This book will tell all you need to know about British
English spelling. It's a reference work intended for
anyone interested in the English language, especially
those who teach it, whatever the age or mother tongue of
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their students. It will be particularly useful to those
wishing to produce well-designed materials for teaching
initial literacy via phonics, for teaching English as a
foreign or second language, and for teacher training.
English spelling is notoriously complicated and difficult to
learn; it is correctly described as much less regular and
predictable than any other alphabetic orthography.
However, there is more regularity in the English spelling
system than is generally appreciated. This book
provides, for the first time, a thorough account of the
whole complex system. It does so by describing how
phonemes relate to graphemes and vice versa. It
enables searches for particular words, so that one can
easily find, not the meanings or pronunciations of words,
but the other words with which those with unusual
phoneme-grapheme/grapheme-phoneme
correspondences keep company. Other unique features
of this book include teacher-friendly lists of
correspondences and various regularities not described
by previous authorities, for example the strong tendency
for the letter-name vowel phonemes (the names of the
letters ) to be spelt with those single letters in non-final
syllables.
This unique and ground-breaking book is the result of 15
years research and synthesises over 800 meta-analyses
on the influences on achievement in school-aged
students. It builds a story about the power of teachers,
feedback, and a model of learning and understanding.
The research involves many millions of students and
represents the largest ever evidence based research into
what actually works in schools to improve learning.
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Areas covered include the influence of the student,
home, school, curricula, teacher, and teaching
strategies. A model of teaching and learning is
developed based on the notion of visible teaching and
visible learning. A major message is that what works
best for students is similar to what works best for
teachers – an attention to setting challenging learning
intentions, being clear about what success means, and
an attention to learning strategies for developing
conceptual understanding about what teachers and
students know and understand. Although the current
evidence based fad has turned into a debate about test
scores, this book is about using evidence to build and
defend a model of teaching and learning. A major
contribution is a fascinating benchmark/dashboard for
comparing many innovations in teaching and schools.
The Insight Meditation twelve-month correspondence
course is an unparalleled home immersion in vipassana
meditation and philosophy, presented by the cofounders
of the Insight Meditation Society, Sharon Salzberg and
Joseph Goldstein. Cultivate the sacred environment of a
retreat in your own home, with the help of a personal
instructor. Includes twelve sequential lessons, an
88-page workbook with interactive exercises, and more.
Pass the QTS Skills Test with Confidence is the musthave guide for all prospective trainee teachers. It will
provide you with the skills guidance, subject knowledge
and confidence you need to pass the Literacy and
Numeracy QTS Skills Tests, make an application that
stands out and sail through interview day. Online support
provided on the companion website includes tests to
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audit your subject knowledge. The first section of the
book introduces you to the tests and how to prepare for
them, and covers the areas of knowledge tested. The
second section offers advice to help you write a personal
statement that stands out, make a successful application
and get ready for your interview. Extensive online
support provided on the companion website includes
tests to audit your subject knowledge. Key topics
covered include: Developing your exam technique
Mastering the mental arithmetic test Succeeding in the
written questions How to use spelling, grammar and
punctuation correctly Successfully applying for teaching
training courses Acing the interview Written by expert
teacher trainers with first-hand experience of both
interviewing candidates and helping students pass the
QTS Skills Tests, this is an essential purchase for all
prospective teachers.
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